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Background
 Existing calling card in Japan: Sun Call Home calling card sold for ¥2,000.
 Partner: Telecall
 Sun Call Home has airtime of 60minutes calling to a Sun number for ¥35/min.



What is the Sun Pamilyang Pinoy?
 It is the 2nd international card of Sun Cellular that will be sold in the Japan for only ¥2,000.
 Can call Sun, Digitel, Suntel postpaid and prepaid subscribers for as low as ¥13/min.
 Card users can experience making calls with very affordable rates at no hidden fees and no connection charges.



Who is the target market?
 The Filipino and Japanese community with family and friends in the Philippines.



Who is Sun Cellular’s partner?
 IPS Japan – ranked 3rd in total Philippine Calling Card distributor.



Where will the cards be distributed?
 Sun Pamilyang Pinoy will be available in 270 retail stores in Japan.
• Family Mart
• ampm Store
• Sunkus Circle K
 Thru field selling.
 Telemarketing done in the Philippines thru IPS own call center support.
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What are the card features?
 Sold at ¥2,000 with up to 150 minutes worth of calls to Sun or Digitel numbers.
 The credits can be used up to 60 days upon 1st use.
 Includes 25 free international texts to a Sun number in the Philippines.
 Can be used from any landline, mobile or pay phone in Japan.
 Can also be used via SOPHIE
• Mobile app that can be downloaded on the app store for FREE.



What are the available card denominations?
 The card is only available in ¥2,000.



How much is the per minute rate of the Sun Call Home Call Card?
 Sophie to Sun & Digitel
Php7/min
 Landline to Sun & Digitel
Php11/min
 Mobile to Sun & Digitel
Php17/min
*Sophie app that can be downloaded on the app store that can be used by customers in Japan



How to become a member of Sun Pamilyang Pinoy?
 Dial 003218 + Select Language
 Enter 10 digit PIN + #
 Press 1 to register
Registration is FREE.



How do I make a call?
 Dial Access number (003218) + country code + mobile number
(example: 003218 + 63 + 9229221234)
 Note
• If 003218 is not available in the area, dial the access number with charge (03-5050-1000).
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How do I check the remaining minutes on the card?
 An IVR will notify the customer on their remaining
balance before the call gets connected.
 Customers can also call the customer service number to
inquire.



Can this card be used in calling other mobile or landline
numbers?
 Yes, IPS does not restrict the user from calling to other
networks, but the user has more airtime when calling to a
Sun or Digitel number.



What number should I call if I have inquiries or problems
regarding the service?
 Call the Customer Service Hotline at 0032-982-288 for
any inquiries or concerns concerning the card.

